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&S&WA A graph G is kxaily n-connected (Socalfy n-edge connected) if the neighborhood of 
each vertex of G is n-connected O?-edge connected). The loyal connectivity &~a1 edge-conncc- 
t’vity) uf G is the maximum ct far which C is locally n-conrsected (locally n-edge connected). It 
b shown that if k and 111 are integers with 0 < k < 08, then a graph exists which has connectivity 
m aid local conneerivity k. Furthcmwre, such a graph with smalfest order fs determined. Cor- 
responding results are obtained invalving the local connectivity and the Iocaf edge-connectivity. 
A graph C is n-currprected if the removal of fewer than !I vertices re- 
sults in n&her a disconnected nor a trivial graph. The corzrrec*tivit>* K(G) 
of 6; is the maximum IE for which $‘ Is rr-connected. 
For graphs without i:joIated vertices, local properties corresponding 
tc, the above (global) properties can be defined. Let N(U) denote the 
vex tices adjacent o a vertex u in a graph G. The rzeighborFzoo(ri ( N(u) ) of 
u -is the subgraph of G induced by iv(v). A graph G is loccell’~ wconrzected 
if{ A@) > is ra-connected for every vertex u of G: the Zocai connecti~$t~ 
9 K(G) is he maximLcm pi ;“isr which G is locally I;-connected. ‘
f ar~;:~ vertex of a graph G is disconnected or c: 
en I K(G) = 0; otherwise, I K(G) 2 1. 
In 4his paper we sltow that if k and HI are integers ucF ?&at 0 < k < nr, 
then there exists a raph 46’ such that K(G) = yzz and 1 K(G> = k. Further- 
“1: show that the i~ini~s~~~n o er of any such h G is ?,tn--k. 
tigate similar results for lot connectivity al 
This wo:k was supported by an NSt- Scknce 
~0 in [ 2 1 that if a graph (13 5 locally rt-connected, II 3 1, then 
nt af G is (~t+l)~~mnect~d. We are irlterested in a con* 
5 R%uft, 
1 to prove a crfr”nv4:rse ob ’ C rqx&ion 2. I m To this end, a 
is a graph, !k: m by Ji+v we mean the graph 
addirq a new ~erteac v to !A, md ,ioining v to all vertices of H. 
v),) = K(M) >, I KP,!! 5A k, it follows that CN@ 
l (H), then t A: s&graph W(u)) of H+v is (k+i)- 
in R is ii-corn .t;cted. T!ierefore, G is lmally 
1, m-k, m-k 
VI since the remsval sf a set sf m 
U Vkcl) resutts in a discon- 
rtices has this pmperty. 
Hence the complete (k+t)-partite graph A”( 1, 1. *.. , 1, jzi -4, m-k) 
has connectivity t)j and local conne&Aty k. This graph has 2~4 ver- 
tices. No graph with fewer vertices Las connectivity I?? awi boat connec- 
tivity k-, as we now verify. 
I%xB~F. Assume thcrc is a graph G with fewer than 2m--k vertices uch 
that K(G) = nl and I K(G) = k. Let u be a vertex of G for which K(W(U))) 
= k, and let /1 denote a set of k vortices whose remova from CJV(~)> re- 
suflts in a disconnected graph or a single vertex. (Note that T = Q, it‘k = 0. t 
Since ~(6’) = mr it fdlows that ILb’(u)l 2 m. Lot 3’ = b’(G’) -- (h’(u) W {&I}). 
Then iS U. (u}l < m-bc, sci that IS U T V {o}l < m. fi0wever, the removal 
of S u T w {u} from G results In either a disconnected graph or a single 
vertex, contradicting K(G) = ~3. 
3. Graphs with prescribed toca! connectivity and local e ge-conncctivi ty 
A graph G is ~s-rp&c IYUUZCYY~~ if t’ne removal of fewer than II cldges 
results in neither a disconnected nor a trivial graph. The edge-conmwir.a 
ity K~ (G) of a graph ci is the minimum number of edges whose removal 
from G results in a disconnected graph or a single vertex. Bt is F%eil-known 
(See [ 31) that for every graph C, the inequality K( C) < h;] (G) holds. f n 
[ I], Chartrand and Harary proved that for integers b and C, wi?E-1 
0 < h < C, there exists a graph (3 with K( ci’) = h z!:ci x t f(i) = I‘. Further- 
more, it was shown that the fewest number of vertices for such a graph 
d is b+l if b = 13 and 2c-4+2 if h < c We next present a local a.:~3logiae 
of this result. 
is ~oc&* rr-cadge cwmcctec% iS the neighborhood of ea(:?l of its 
vertices is n-edge connected. The I~ccl/ e~~~~-corziat’~t~~‘iE~J 1 K 1 t c’)i of a 
graph G is the rn~ax~rnum PQ for whit G is locally !s+dge connecte 
next observation is useful. 
J_+ I a# 4i;‘, ) = min(m, k(m-k+ I)) = m, 
ta;+:hs giuzn in Theoron~ 3.2 have the rniG- 
rhose graphs having local connectivity X 
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